
Bronto Skylift Industrial Fire Applications
Performance for demanding operations



Your partner in industrial firefighting

When

power meets reliability
Bronto Skylift strives to keep you and your property protected around the clock. 

We develop our products to maintain their usability, and perform at the market’s 

best possible efficiency.

Many of Bronto Skylift’s industrial customers have to 
perform in extreme environments, from chemical 
plants to oil refineries, to nuclear power plants 
and more. For this reason, we are experienced in 
developing and providing solutions which can live 
up to even the most challenging tasks, that have the 
highest safety and economic concerns on the line. 
Our vehicles are designed to meet the requirements 
with, for example, strong extinguishing capacity and 
advanced radio remote control applications.

As our partner, we will ensure that your firefighters 
will be able to advance on their targets quickly 
and safely. Further benefits can be seen from the 
exceptionally large water and foam capacity. The 
very nature of these fires makes it critical that they 
are controlled quickly. In addition to saving the 
target itself, it is crucial to prevent the fire from 

spreading to the surrounding areas, where it may 
risk the safety of people and assets, or cause serious 
environmental impacts.

Bronto Skylift has created a wide range of vehicles 
for industrial fire brigades. WFT-units are ideal for 
extinguishing targets that are difficult to reach, while 
SE-units serve as multipurpose vehicles with their 
rescue platform and extremely high extinguishing 
capacity. In both ranges, one of the main 
advantages is that they can be adapted for various 
bodywork designs and specifications, allowing an 
optimal combination of the desired features.



• Height 17–66 meters

• Very short transport length

• Water capacity of 6,000 l/min

• Remote control system available

• Can be adapted for various specifications

F-WFT range key features

Saving lives and properties with 

massive water capacity
Industrial fire brigades, oil refineries and chemical plants work in dangerous 

conditions and they must be prepared for situations where high foam and water 

capacity is needed. The Bronto WFT range comprises of efficient water and foam 

towers for targets that are difficult to access and extinguish. It’s also suitable for 

cooling tanks under a fire hazard, discharging an efficient 6,000 litres per minute. 

Bronto’s radio remote control function allows operation from a safe place, without 

compromising performance.

Unit Max. height
Max. horizontal 

reach
Up-and-over  

capacity
Transp. length

Water 

flow capacity

F17CTL 17 m 14.7 m - 8.4 m 4,000 l/min

F40WFT 40 m 25 m 6.6 m 10.2 m 6,000 l/min

F56WFT 56 m 26.3 m 6.6 m 12 m 6,000 l/min

F62WFT 62 m 31.7 m 12.7 m 12 m 6,000 l/min

F66WFT 66 m 33.5 m 15.3 m 12 m 6,000 l/min



• Height 44 and 55 meters

• Safe rescue cage load up to 500 kg

• Water capacity of 6,000-12,000 l/min

• Remote control system available

• Can be adapted for various specifications

F-SE range key features

Be ready for duty with a

multi-purpose unit
Bronto Super Extinguishers are specially designed for the extreme needs of 

industrial fire brigades. The multipurpose SE range includes the biggest rescue 

platform available, with maximum safe load up to 500 kg. The height-to-weight 

ratio beats any other aerial platform on the market, thus enabling safe operations 

with increased horizontal outreach and extensive up-and-over reach. The unit can 

be effictively used also as maintenance platform and light tower.

Unit Max. height
Max. horizontal 

reach
Up-and-over  

capacity
Transp. length

Water flow  
capacity

F44RPX-SE 44 m 28 m 10.5 m 12 m 12,000 l/min

F55RPX-SE 55 m 30.4 m 10.5 m 10.8 m 6,000 l/min



B-WRC – Wireless Remote 
Control

Keep your distance from the 
flames and step back up to 200 
meters with Bronto wireless 
remote control system. The 
system allows you to master the 
situation while being in a safe 
location.

Add extra eyes to the sky and 
have a full 360° view of the 
environment with a high-
definition color video camera and 
portable tablet.

B-SEC – Wireless 
Surveillance Kit

Foam and water tanks

Jump right into action with built-
on tanks that can hold up to 
6,000 liters depending on the 
implementation.

Options for 
industrial fire



In addition to safety, our industrial 

fire solutions are strongly based on a 

multi-functional usability principle. All 

of our vehicle concepts are designed 

to enable flexible modification and 

customization according to the 

tasks at hand. By manufacturing the 

products in-house, we make sure that 

they serve your specified needs to the 

very last detail. This also guarantees 

that the aerial platforms, with or 

without the rescue cage, can adapt 

smoothly to your own procedures, 

systems and standards. 

The machines are designed to be 

multi-standard and can be mounted 

on different chassis and equipped 

with fire pumps that meet your 

purposes. The optional features also 

include various foam mixing systems 

and remote controlled cameras for 

extended surveillance capability.

Customized quality

Bronto service

Bronto Skylift provides a full range of services to help you make the most of 

your equipment and get the benefits of our expertise. The service offering is 

divided according to three principles: Add value, maximize uptime and optimize 

performance. Included within these goals are various service options from acute 

problem solving to efficiency improvements and overall lifecycle care.

By evaluating your present and upcoming needs, we can create a customized 

service package together to meet or exceed your specific goals. This will 

optimize not only your performance, but streamline the use of your valuable 

time and financial resources.



www.brontoskylift.com

e-mail: sales@brontoskylift.com

Bronto Skylift is the global market leader in truck-mounted hydraulic platforms. We design, 
manufacture, sell and service appliances for rescue and firefighting, as well as for construction work.

Our product range includes approximately 50 models with a range of between 17 to 112 meters 
working height. The advanced modularity also allows numerous client-specific modifications. During 
the past 50 years, we have delivered over 6,700 platform units to fire brigades and industrial customers 
throughout all continents in more than 120 countries.

Our headquarters and production plants are situated in Finland. We also have subsidiaries in Germany, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the USA. The company is a part of Japan-based Morita Holdings Corporation.
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Technical data and illustrations subject to change without notice. 


